The 11th International Workshop on Structural Health Monitoring (IWSHM) was held at Stanford University, CA, on 12-14 September 2017. A total of 401 scientific contributions were selected and included in the Workshop Proceedings. This Special Issue of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) was arranged by selecting high-quality representative papers from the IWSHM Proceedings based on a thorough reviewing process by the members of the Scientific Committee. The objective of this Special Issue is to provide the readers with the latest updates on the SHM technology developments from a group of invited authors. The original IWSHM papers were further expanded for this issue and subjected to the rigorous review process of the SHM journal. The accepted contributions are briefly summarized as follows.
The first paper of the Special Issue titled ''Vibrationbased damage localization and estimation via the stochastic functional model-based method (FMBM)-an overview'' by Sakellariou et al. presents an overview of the functional model-based method, a unique vibration-based approach that tackles damage detection, localization, and magnitude estimation within a unified framework accounting for uncertainty. In this paper, the authors outline the theoretical aspects and main principles of the method along with three experimental validation case studies. The FMBM family of vibration-based SHM methods has the ability to operate with a low number of vibration response sensors and low-and limited-frequency bandwidth, characteristics important in many applications.
In the second paper titled ''Structural health monitoring of the loosening in a multi-bolt structure using linear and modulated nonlinear ultrasound acoustic moments approach'' by Fierro and Meo, an in situ method is proposed for monitoring of the loosening of multi-bolt structures via linear and nonlinear ultrasound acoustic moments. The proposed method uses material resonance and a frequency sweep methodology coupled with a cross-correlation method which identifies significant frequency pairs or higher harmonics used to determine bolt loosening. The effectiveness of the approach has been validated on three different bolted structures in terms of the successful identification of torque degradation.
The third paper titled ''Damage-scattered wave extraction in an integral stiffened isotropic plate: a baseline-subtraction-free approach'' by He et al. received the prestigious IWSHM 2017 Best Paper Award based on the reviews of the Scientific Committee. The expanded version of the paper addresses the identification and separation of scattered waves caused by various structural components in complex structures from the corresponding scattered waves due to damage. The proposed method is based on the Radon transform of the received time-space domain signals and baseline measurements for comparison in the Radon domain, but avoids baseline subtraction. The experimental assessment is based on the piezoelectric generation of Lamb wave signals in an aluminum plate with multiple stiffeners that are recorder via a laser Doppler vibrometer.
The fourth paper titled ''Application of guided wave methods to quantitatively assess healing in osseointegrated prostheses'' by Wang and Lynch presents a novel application of guided-wave methods to quantitatively assess healing in osseointegrated prostheses. This work pinpoints the plethora of SHM-technologyrelated applications that can have a significant impact in other scientific fields. Osseointegrated prosthesis is a prosthetic fixture surgically implanted into the bone that extends out of the limb so that an artificial limb can be attached. This study advances a sensing strategy that employs piezoelectric elements mounted to the percutaneous end of the prosthesis to generate guided waves that propagate along the length of the prosthesis fixture. Both high-fidelity simulations and a laboratory model have been used for demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed method within this exciting research field.
The final paper of this Special Issue titled ''Quantifying the benefit of structural health monitoring: what if the manager is not the owner?'' by Bolognani et al. addresses a topic that deems special consideration by the SHM community, that is, the quantification of the benefit of SHM technologies. The authors achieve this quantification via the concept of value of information that is defined as the difference between the utilities of operating the structure with and without the monitoring system. They formalize a rational method for quantifying the value of information when two different actors are involved in the decision chain: the manager, who makes decisions regarding the structure, based on monitoring data; and the owner, who chooses whether to install the monitoring system or not, before having access to these data. The authors employ data from Streicker Bridge, a pedestrian bridge in Princeton University campus equipped with a fiber optic sensing system, based on which they illustrate the proposed concept.
All these articles illustrate the maturity of the SHM technologies; the growing number of delegates attending the IWSHM and the European and Asian-Pacific Workshops on SHM (held in the odd and even years, respectively) demonstrates an increasing number of active researchers in this field, as a consequence of the larger number of projects at a worldwide scale with promising near-term industrial benefits as technologies make the transition from research to practice. 
